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GLOBAL MACRO: JAPAN SLIPS, CHINA STABLE 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

JAPAN: TANKAN OUTLOOK EASES 

Japan’s most widely followed business confidence index, the BoJ’s Tankan index for large manufacturers, rose modestly 

from 12 to 13 in Q3, but the equivalent for the more domestic oriented non-manufacturing sector slipped from 15 to 13. 

More importantly, the forward-looking outlook components fell for both sectors. The Abenomics honeymoon is over as the 

hard reality of fiscal adjustment and slow structural reform overshadows the still enormous monetary stimulus. The mixed 

performance of indicators was also reflected in hard data for Q3, with industrial production falling by 1.5% mom in August 

(and -2.9% yoy), while retail sales resumed their post-sales-tax-hike rebound with an increase by 1.9% mom in August, leav-

ing them 1.2% higher than a year earlier. 

 

Despite the latest decline, the Tankan index remains significantly above its long-run averages, pointing to moderate growth 

in the economy. We expect the monetary stimulus and the momentum built over the past 1.5 years to tide the economy over 

the tax rises and potentially painful structural reforms. However, without structural reforms, the economy could soon revert 

to type with growth rates around 1% but even higher public debt and a much larger central bank balance sheet (already 

more than half of GDP compared to little over 20% in the Eurozone). 

 

Tankan index (large companies) 

% Q3 ‘14 Q2 ‘14 Q1 ‘14 Q4 ‘13 Q3 ‘13 Average 

Manufacturing 13 12 17 16 12 0 

Manuf. Outlook 13 15 8 14 11 0 

Non-manuf. 13 19 24 20 14 3 

Non-nan. Outlook 14 19 13 17 14 4 

 
Source: Bank of Japan   

 

 

CHINA: GROWTH STABLE, NEW HONG KONG RISK 

Chinese confidence indicators point to stable growth. The official manufacturing PMI was unchanged at a modest 51.1 in 

September, the HSBC version was also unchanged at 50.2 after a down-revision of the flash estimate. Both indices have 

eased slightly since early summer, when a mini government stimulus programme had temporarily boosted the economy. 
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However, neither index points to a dramatic slowdown in the economy, supporting our forecast for GDP to continue ex-

panding at rates a little below 7.5% yoy this year and next. 

 

With the economy showing little sign of significant acceleration nor deceleration, the focus has turned to politics in Hong 

Kong. The Chinese leadership has committed to introducing universal suffrage in Hong Kong by 2017. However, in order 

to retain control the party will restrict voters’ choice of Chief Executive just to those candidates vetted by Beijing. Voters 

will be able to vote, but only for candidates accepted in Beijing. The big risk from the standoff is either that the protests 

provoke heavy handed reprisals from the authorities in one of the world’s major financial centres, or that the show of dis-

sent in Hong Kong emboldens mainland citizens. Both seem unlikely. Mainland citizen’s access to information is severely 

curtailed for a start. 

 

The protests in Hong Kong could drag on for some time, as the leadership try to wait them out. Given the Chinese leader-

ship’s unwillingness to offer true universal suffrage in Hong Kong, it is unlikely they will change their mind in the face of 

dissent. The Party may eventually soften the electoral proposals to try and assuage some of the protestors, perhaps by offer-

ing further discussions on democracy for after 2017.  

 


